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Funding research and maintaining skills in the aerospace sector
The development of aeronautics and space

activities during the second half of the 20th

century anticipated globalisation, both with
regard to market specificities and the ambitious
demands made on technical and industrial know-
how. In spite of unfavourable conditions at the
end of the Second World War, European industry
expanded rapidly to assume top level stature by

means of a significant long-term research and development policy1.
Prestigious combat planes, Airbus airliners, Ariane launchers, turbojets,
Falcon business jets, helicopters, satellites and equipment were
manufactured and commercialised the world over, creating thousands
of highly technical jobs. This success was based on a capacity for
innovation forged through extensive practice within a particularly
demanding environment. Experiments initiated in France and the UK
also contributed to Europe becoming a real player in this highly select
sphere of activities. Only if research and development efforts are
sustained at a sufficient level will the European aircraft and space
industry be able to maintain this advantage and preserve the associated
skills in face of the United States’ hegemonic policy and broad official
support for their industry, in both civil and military fields. 

In the field of civil aeronautics manufacture, activities can be
divided roughly into research, development and operational follow-up;
these tasks are all vital to the process of building up know-how but they
must be evenly balanced. For Airbus, the need to launch new
programmes rapidly (in order to catch up with Boeing’s already
comprehensive range) meant that the accent was put on development to
the detriment of research. While the technical progress achieved
through Concorde2 enabled Airbus to set its products apart from
competitors such a situation was not damaging, but this is no longer the
case; the impact of this lack of upstream research on product renewal
today can be measured by comparing the development of the Boeing
787 and Airbus A350 programmes. It is also highly regrettable that

Europe did not embrace the opportunity for funding research provided
by the agreement concluded between the European Community and the
US in 1992 (according to which official support could be as high as 4%
of turnover); the American administration did not hesitate to make full
use of this stipulation and even went beyond its terms in its relations
with Boeing3. In a situation of intense competition, official support
must be on a level of that received by Boeing if European industrial
skills are to be preserved. In the area of business jets (essentially
French), government support is almost inexistant faced with stiff
American competition.

In the field of defence, the situation is even more critical because of
the low level of European funding for research, barely a fifth of the US
level. Many factors further exacerbate this European penury: the
growing cost of technology; increasingly stiff competition with the
return of Russia and the emergence of new actors such as China and
India. The absence of any common European policy or veritable
armaments market in Europe is another weakness4; the question of a
“European preference” for armaments procurement remains
controversial5, even though this would provide an answer to the
impermeable nature of the American market from the point of view of
European industrialists. 

The space sector is also in a difficult situation due to the low level
of public research funding: an analysis by AECMA6 a few years ago
(the situation has not changed since) showed that public funding of
European industry was only 10% of the American level. The question
of a “European preference” is also very relevant in both space
transportation and satellites when one considers the protectionism
applied elsewhere. In the field of space transportation, for instance, the
success of Ariane was fuelled by work in France on ballistic missiles;
since current programmes (Ariane 5 and M51 missile) are now coming
to an end, the question of maintaining skills is raised. Satellites also
experienced a remarkable expansion in Europe but their future is
uncertain. European industry – unlike its competitors (in particular the
US), who benefit from sizeable institutional orders – relies on the
commercial market which is subject to competition for over half its
activity. In such a context it is easy to see how important it is for
European industry to launch and find funding for programmes currently
under preparation such as Galileo, GMES... 

If Europe is to maintain its position and skills in the aerospace
sector, it is crucial to prepare for the future by means of a coherent
common policy guaranteeing funding7 on a level with its ambitions,
and taking into account the considerable handicap of the Euro/Dollar
exchange rate.  

1. In the eary days, these policies were developed on a national level before being extended to a
European level. France was at the origins of most of the major European successes and joint
initiatives (Atlantic, Airbus, ATR, Ariane, helicopters, missiles…) cf. works published by
COMAERO (Comité pour l’histoire de l’aéronautique covering the period 1945 to 1990).

2. One cannot emphasise too much the importance of Concorde in the success of Airbus; the
major technical innovations introduced by Airbus were so often rooted in technical advances
elaborated for Concorde: fly by wire, systems architecture and integration, piloting design...

3. Let us compare the help received by Boeing from NASA via funding for the Sonic Cruiser, a
“stealth” programme which fell outside the 1992 agreement due to its transsonic speed; the
resulting carbon fuselage was incorporated into the 787.

4. One might recall the declarations of the first Chief Executive of the European Defence Agency,
Nick Witney: “We are going in the wrong direction with this gap that is opening up between
Europe and the rest of the world; if our efforts continue to be so poor, we will not be able to
maintain a credible Defence Technological and Industrial Base (DTIB).”

5. On peut rappeler ici que plusieurs pays européens ont su trouver des montants financiers
importants pour participer au programme américain JSF (environ 80% du coût de
développement du programme RAFALE !)

6. European Association of Aerospace Industries, which has since become ASD (Aerospace and
Defense Industries)

7. In parallel, public research organisations such as ONERA and its European counterparts, which
are not subject to the industrial constraints of programme launches, should, like NASA, play an
essential role in medium and long term aerospace research programmes. 



Report of the month

From its beginnings a century ago, aviation has
been characterised by intense competition between
antagonistic clans, a kind of rugby scrum that has
had a remarkably positive impact on the current
safety level: in the past five years, 0,5 accidents
involving destruction of the aircraft per million
flights in the technologically evolved zones of
North America and Europe, with Africa lagging
behind at 9 accidents per million flights, and other
zones quickly making up for lost time. 

So far the different actions have helped create a
reasonable balance between safety and
performance, between an accident rate acceptable
to public opinion and a continuous, positive
evolution in air transport. 

What emerges however is that most of those
involved are acting on elements that might one day
be quantified, but for the moment are based on
subjective human opinion and judgement, of
human behaviour in general. 

If we also note that in the past 50
years, in spite of the tumbling
accident rate (cut by a factor of 10 in
the space of fifty years), the
proportion of accidents attributable to
human causes remains unchanged at
three quarters, then we can see that
human behaviour remains the main
factor in improving safety. Its
immutable multiform aspect could
almost be said to counterbalance
technological development. But
whilst technology is quantifiable,
human behaviour resists measure-
ment. At best it can be considered and
forecast, cautiously and usually by
means of statistics. 

Another observation: Man as an
individual human being has
remained unchanged for centuries,
even millennia, whereas for the past
half century technological develop-
ment has been hurtling along. The
few “defects” demonstrated by
humans in their cohabitation with the
machines they design and use are
nonetheless detrimental to safety:
errors and memory lapses, a tendency
to emotional impulses, failures of
rigour and discipline. But all
behaviour, whether conscious or
unconscious, can be traced back to the
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way in which the human brain
functions, individually or collectively. 

It is not possible here, or indeed
necessary, to analyze every single
correlation between safety and
behaviour so we will limit ourselves
to two examples, one individual and
the other collective. 

Operational behaviour in
the work station (cockpit
or air traffic control post)

Studies into operational behaviour
can be traced back as far as the initial
definition of functions, the pragmatic
analyses of the early days giving way
to increasing sophistication in the
eighties, especially in the case of
controllers, whose tasks were more
closely analysed from the start. 

We will limit ourselves here to the
crew because in the eyes of
passengers they are the last bastion
against disaster. 

Their behaviour was first taken into
account by American airlines in the
early eighties with the introduction of
“Crew Resources Management”
(CRM). A few years later Boeing
started taking pilots’ operational
behaviour into account in its
engineering and design departments.
Airbus then factored it into the
training schemes of its Aeroformation
centre and, in the early nineties, into
its engineering and design departments. 

Physiological ergonomics were
taken into account from the very early
days of aeronautics. Then attention
was turned, of necessity, to the tasks
carried out in the cockpit, before
finally factoring behaviour into the
context of the complex interface with
the machine, equipment and
automated systems, within an
operational environment involving a
multitude of random events. All this

Jean PINET
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This is a vast subject and what follows has the modest
ambition of opening up some avenues for discussion and
suggesting possible ways forward. 

The main factors in global competition: 

- first and foremost, technological evolution, 
- economic profit and the resulting competition, in

particular in the aircraft manufacturing and air transport
sectors, 

- the market share and popular appeal of high speed
transport of persons and goods, 

- a deep-rooted suspicion of a means of transport
associated with the notion of danger; this fear,
relentlessly exploited by the media, is also fed by a
judicial system set on maintaining the myth of
necessary guilt in any accident, 

- the pioneering motivation of those actors involved, 
- more recently, the fight to limit damage to both the

local and the global environment, 
- certification controls, which provide a rampart against

unfettered competition and undue risks, 
- but also the unceasing efforts of institutions such as

the International Civil Aeronautics Organization (ICAO)
and the Flight Safety Foundation (FSF) to reinforce
safety in sensitive areas. 

Hull Losses per Region

North AmericaNorth America

0.20.2

EuropeEurope

0.30.3
North AsiaNorth Asia

0.30.3
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North Africa /North Africa /
Mid-EastMid-East

3.83.8

Africa Africa 

9.29.2

Asia / PacificAsia / Pacific
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WORLD 0.76

Figure 1: 
Hull losses
per million
departures
for operators
based in the
IATA region,
western-built
jets, 2005



was dictated by increasing technical
complexity, a search for optimal
performance... and the realisation that
pilots remained human beings! 

This observation, that error
remained basically human, led to
an attempt in the eighties to replace
humans by the automated systems
created with the aid of numerical
technology. It rapidly became clear
however that whilst safety did
actually improve with the help of
these automated systems, notably
through greater reliability of equip-
ment, pilots still made errors. From
then on the emphasis was put on
reducing the opportunities for errors
and their consequences in the event of
their occurring. This is an evolution in
the right direction, taking human
reality into account, although the
possibility of incorrect behaviour
cannot be ruled out. 

Another positive action – carried
out by the certification authorities,
ICAO, Airbus and Boeing, with
FSF ensuring active coordination –
was aimed at tackling the most
frequent causes of accidents. These
included accidents triggered by
insufficient situation awareness
leading to ground and in-flight
collisions, take-off problems, loss of
control during flight, and more
recently collision on the ground
between planes on the taxi- and
runways. Various solutions have been
put forward. 

Firstly, very positively, more
sophisticated technology has made it
possible to improve situation
awareness in the air and on the
ground and enhance forecasting of
dangerous situations. 

More problematic are those
initiatives imposing new or modified
procedures. In both cases the aim is to
simplify the pilot’s task and cut
through uncertainties, but constantly
adding more procedures is not the
solution, quite the contrary. Proce-
dures require pilots to automatically
obey strict rules, a constraint accepted
by them from selection stage on, of
course, and forming an integral part
of their training. 

Training, the word is out! Here
we are touching on an element as
inherent to humans as error:
resistance to rules, lapses of dis-
cipline and rigour, whether conscious
or not, are all the more dangerous in

that they are generally temporary.
This aspect is tackled by training and
requires regular refreshers during a
pilot’s career, constant, unconditional
obedience not being a human
speciality. 

All corrective actions now incor-
porate the results of research into
ergonomics, cognition, and psy-
chology. But we are far from being
able to provide aircraft designers with
usable tools to quantify behaviour, as
is the case for mechanics, electricity,
data processing, materials’ resistance.
There are methods, however, which,
although based on concepts drawn
from psychology and ergonomics, are
more pragmatic, using simulation and
taking into account the opinions of
the pilots under study. 

Many models exist of how the brain
functions in operational situations;
indeed they are almost as numerous
as are researchers into cognition.
Among the more effective models,
one can quote those of J. Rasmussen,
J.C. Wanner and G. Boy. But they
all suffer from the serious defect of
being essentially descriptive where
operational behaviour is essentially
dynamic. They are kinematic, where
what we need is a dynamic model, a
kind of F = m.γ of cognition.
G. Boy’s model, when associated with
the two preceding ones, offers the
best potential. But the most
significant step towards a deeper
understanding of operational
behaviour, of the mechanism behind
memorisation, errors and memory
lapses, of failures in rigour and
discipline, will be a coordinated,
joint approach between
neurological, cognitive and
psychological research. Nothing
serious yet exists on this subject, and
the segregated structure of research
according to disciplines is a major
obstacle. 

How can collective
behaviour impact safety? 

The use of feedback from
operational experience, of accident
and especially incident reports (which
are several hundred times more
numerous), enables permanent,
effective adaptation to aspects that
were ignored when the product and
procedures were first elaborated.
Equipment failures have been
analysed for some time but analysis

of human “breakdowns” only started a quarter of a
century ago. And yet, in spite of the inestimable
value of such analyses, they run into considerable
difficulties. 

Firstly, establishing the exact causes of human-
provoked incidents from written or verbal reports
would require one to be inside the brain of the
actors. Deciphering such reports is a difficult task
which can only be expected to be carried out
successfully by operational experts. 

Then one encounters collective problems.
Revealing one’s own errors or those of one’s
colleagues or airline is not easy when faced with

the potential commercial, financial, professional,
and legal consequences. Within the aeronautics
world, a consensus has gradually been achieved
between manufacturers, airlines, trades unions and
authorities. However legal authorities still remain
to be convinced that the vast majority of errors
committed are not faults, and that a fear of
systematic legal action is counterproductive to the
invaluable collection of knowledge. Two examples
will suffice to prove this point. Removing flight
protections in order to fly at too low an altitude
with passengers on board is a triple fault, fully
justifying criminal proceedings. On the other hand
embarking on legal proceedings against people on
the basis of an unforeseeable accident on a plane
manufactured more than 30 years ago is plain
stupid. 

Of course one cannot expect the same level of
technical training from the legal authorities as from
specialists. The question is then raised as to the
choice of experts whose role it is to assist the
authorities.  This choice is often inappropriate at
present since this expertise is not professionally
guaranteed. 

It is not true to say, however, that the criminali-
sation of errors has only negative effects. Company
managers, for instance, aware of the possibility of
legal action in the event of a lax safety policy, will
have good reason to keep a close eye on the
relevant sectors of their company. In this regard,
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one should mention the active role of
FSF and its ICARUS committee in
the early 1990s in increasing
awareness on the part of upper
manufacturing and airline
management as regards safety issues,
since investigations into the causes of
accidents had shown that internal
organisation had an important
influence on safety. 

Given the scope of the subject we
will limit ourselves to evoking a
topical notion: that of the
precautionary principle. For a long
time, indeed since the very
emergence of transport aviation,

aeronautics has been locked into this
principle without the public being
necessarily aware of it. It is not so
much a question of principle for us as
a veritable safety culture, inculcated
from the very start in aeronautics
training: in school, at university, in
basic training and in continuous
training throughout aeronautical
careers. It would be worthwhile
reminding the public, the media and
the judiciary of this fact, so to avoid
an exaggerated application of this
famous principle which would
paralyse innovation, the key to
progress, especially in aeronautics. 

In  short
Three main actions can be advocated to

improve the safety-human behaviour
interaction: 
- encourage combined neurological-cognitive-

psychological research into behaviour, 
- refuse the systematic criminalisation of air

accidents and incidents, 
- organise a public information campaign on the

safety culture in aeronautics. 

Will the future use of UAVs for air transport
decrease the negative impact of human
behaviour on safety? Nothing could be less sure
as long as they are designed, built and used by
human beings.

Colloque des 6 et 7 juin 2007 - DGAC - PARIS
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La Réunion Aérienne
La Réunion Spatiale
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Pierre Messmer has passed away. 
It would be unrealistic to seek to summarise the
life and work of Pierre Messmer in a few lines, so
extraordinarily rich was his life. Of course, for
those who lived through the sixties and seventies, it is undoub-
tedly General de Gaulle’s Minister for the Armed Forces who
will remain foremost in their memory: he occupied the Hotel de
Brienne for nine years, a record, and was during this time
Director for major programmes - nuclear dissuasion, aeronau-
tics, space -, fields which are dear to our Academy. The confi-
dence General, then President Pompidou placed in him even
earned him a stay at Hotel Matignon as Prime Minister. Not
because of personal ambition, but through a sense of duty and,
quite simply, to serve France. How many times did he repeat to
me that he was not a politician! His stint in the Foreign Legion
clearly left its trace on this man who was imbued with responsi-
bility, honesty and decency, and whose
word once given was never broken. 

His knowledge and memory were impressive. He continued to
follow actions he had initiated 40 years before, from a certain
distance of course, but with an attention which often astonished
me. Pierre Messmer had received a host of honours. He
compelled the respect of all who had dealings with him. In his
role as sage, his council was sought on the right and left of the
political spectrum, and he gave it without reserve, with great
generosity and frankness. Another great quality was his ability
to go straight to the point without balking. He was always inter-
ested in the works of our Academy, often questioning me on our
latest actions. Had he not readily agreed to come and celebrate
with us our 20 years of existence in 2003? 
Pierre Messmer was a man of principles and action and, as Max
Gallo put it so well in a recent article of the weekly magazine
Le Point “In the life of Pierre Messmer, action was never
separated from virtue. Français libre.” 

Jacques Villain
Academy Member, Director of Space Affairs, Safran
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Homage to Pierre Messmer

October session
The Academy’s most recent
session on 5 October was
mainly devoted to electing the
new board and awarding the
different medals. The results
of these votes can be found on
the following page.
It also provided the
opportunity to prepare two of
the major events organised by
the Academy in 2008: the
conference on Risktaking and
the “Entretiens de Toulouse”
initiative.

Conference on “Risktaking”
4-6 February 2008, IAS Toulouse 
(all talks and discussions in French)
This conference intends to bring
together operators and specialists of
risk in the areas of aeronautics and
space, but also defence, medicine,
justice, mountaineering, etc., in order
to improve our knowledge of the
psychological processes that determine
risk-taking behaviour. 
The speakers/themes will include: 
J-F. Clervoy: Life in space;
B. Ziegler: Flight tests; G. Michel:
Psychobiology of risk; J. Moran-
Deviller: Risk and the law; J-
H. Alexandre: Surgical operations; X.
Guilhou: Risk and bravery; Gal
Wolsztynski: Military risk;
C. Frantzen: Risk in the aeronautics
and nuclear industries; I. Boissière,
ICSI; M. Gaidet: Free ride;
C. Terrazzoni: Aeronautic experience;
M. Ventre: Space experience;
P. Mazeaud: Mankind and risk. 
For more information: www.anae.fr

Claude
BECHET
Academy
Secretary
General ,
former Air
France
Captain

This conference was a great success. From the 1 to 4 October, 150
participants from more than twenty different countries came to pool
their knowledge on subjects as diverse as terrestrial reference frames,
questions of propagation and Earth observation, problems of time,
atomic clocks, general relativity. 
Geodesists, physicists, astronomers, engineers and geophysicists
responsible for international organisations such as BIPM, IAG and IGS
listened and discussed different aspects of the GNSS system in 60
presentations and 20 poster sessions which dealt with the accuracy of
the Galileo system, access to measurements, single reference frame,
fundamental aspects of physics, in particular quantum. 
This conference will lead on to publications and other initiatives. A
white paper was discussed in the round table so as to plan actions to
be taken by the conference organisers, in particular ESA. Among the
various ideas one can note: 
• an integrated approach requiring the installation of a scientific team

in support of Galileo; 
• accessibility to data; 
• the periodic organisation of other conferences; 
• possibilities offered to scientists to embark complementary payloads

on Galileo; 
• encouraging research on Galileo signals through contracts or

workshops; 
• organising co-operation between those in charge of the system,

operators, industrialists and the scientific community. 
The goals on the part of scientists will call for optimal performance,
with positive consequences for the competitiveness of the Galileo
system. Galileo offers an opportunity for scientific activities, and
science offers an opportunity for Galileo to achieve and enhance its
performance. Co-operation between ESA and the Academy was
excellent. The scientific committee chaired by J-F. Minster with an
effective secretariat carried out by ESA and C. de Matos played a
decisive role. 
Sponsors such as CNES, ThalesAleniaSpace, GMV, Midi-Pyrenees
regional council, and the Toulouse Municipality enabled ESA and the
Academy to make a success of this conference which was held in the
Cité de l’Espace within the framework of the 50th anniversary of the
launch of Sputnik.

CONFERENCE: Scientific and fundamental aspects 
of the Galileo progamme

organised by the Air and Space Academy and ESA

J. Villain has published
two books: 1957-2007, 
50 ans d’ère spatiale,
Chronologie des
évènements majeurs,
with Serge Gracieux,
Cépaduès editions
(www.cepadues.com), 
and A la conquête
de l’Espace. De
Spoutnik à
l’Homme sur
Mars, Vuibert
(vuibert.com)

Members’ publications

Robert Feuilloy has
published a work with
Henri Robinde of over 500
pages: L’Aéronautique
naval en Indochine 1927-
1956 with Ardhan editions
(www.aeronavale.org).
Michel Polacco and Michel
Fraile have published a
magnificent book on the
A380 with E/P/A editions
(0143923000).

Jean-Claude Husson 
President of Section 1 and Chairman of the Steering Committee
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- André BENHAMOU, President, Liebherr Aerospace

Toulouse SA

- Yves BENOIST, former Director Flight Safety and
Accident Prevention, Airbus

- André BORD, former Technical Director, ATR
- Michel BOUFFARD, former Director, EADS Astrium

site Toulouse
- Bertrand de COURVILLE, former Head of

Prevention and Flight Safety, Air France
- Pierre-Yves DEBROISE, Legal expert, Aeronautics

consultant 
- Jean-Michel FOURTANIER, former Financial

Director, Airbus France
- Antonio FUENTES, Senior Vice President Strategy

and IRT, CASA/EADS Space Co. Paris
- Jean-Claude HIRONDE, Deputy Technical General

Director, Dassault Aviation
- Wolfgang KOSCHEL, Director, Institute for Space

Propulsion, DLR
- Christiane MICHAUT, Head of Civil Aircraft and Air

Transport System department, ONERA
- Jean MOUCHARD, Director of Toulouse CEMPN

(Air Crew Medical Centre) 
- Hervé MULTON, President, Thales Raytheon

Systems
- Marc NOYELLE, Deputy Director General,

Aéroports de Paris
- Gérard WEYGAND, President, Association des

Peintres de l’Air
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VERMILLION MEDAL
Annie BAGLIN, astrophysician at the
origin of the COROT programme
designed to detect exoplanets and
“starquakes”.

SILVER MEDALS
Pierre DENIS, President of the
Boostec company, for his work on
space optics based on silicon carbide.
Sir Martin SWEETING, President of
the  Surrey Satellite Technology
Limited company which developed
small satellites at competitive prices
and reasonable deadlines.

BRONZE MEDALS 
Francis DUCREST, test pilot, airline
pilot and writer, for “The Aviator”, a
work of remarkable literary quality.
Dirk DUYTSCHAEVER, for his
decisive action in the setting up of an
effective European system of air
management, the Central Flow
Management Unit tool, in order to
reduce flight delays in European
airspace.
Jean NOËL, a talented painter, who
has illustrated numerous books and
documents on aeronautics for Gifas.

Plenary session of the Academy
Friday 23 November, from 14.00, Salle des Illustres, Toulouse Town Hall

has been awarded to Thierry Michal, for his action
as Project manager for the GRAVES system of
space surveillance.
More than 9,000 satellites or objects larger than ten
centimetres are orbiting the Earth. Many of these
overfly France daily, constituting a potential threat for
the country. Until now, only the Americans and
Russians have had an operational space surveillance
system. In the early nineties, Onera proposed an
independent system “Graves”  to watch satellites in
low orbit (altitude < 1,000 km) by means of a specific
radar combined with an automatic processing system
that creates and updates a database of the orbital
parameters of satellites. 
With Graves, France has acquired total autonomy in
the detection and surveillance of satellites and space
debris.

Having joined ONERA in 1984
as research engineer, Thierry
MICHAL was successively
Head of the Satellites group,
the Space subdivision, the
Graves project and the Space
and Defence systems unit,
before becoming Director of the
Long-term Design and Systems

Integration department in 2000.

THE GREAT PRIZE 2007 

PROGRAMME
• Reception of new members
• Presentation of new board
• Prizes and medals 
• A lecture (in French):

2057: Centenary of the helicopter
THE PIONEERS 

by Jean-Pierre Dubreuil, 
Academy member 

Former Secretary General of the Eurocopter group

followed, at 6pm, by a cocktail courtesy of
the Mayor of Toulouse 

President: Georges VILLE, former Assistant
Director of the Aircraft Division, Aerospatiale

Vice-Presidents:
Gérard BRACHET, President, UN Committee for

the peaceful uses of space 
Ralph JAEGER, former Assistant Director General,

Arianespace
Pierre SPARACO, former European bureau Chief,

Aviation Week & Space Technology
Secretary General: Jean-Claude CHAUSSONNET,

former General Manager, Airbus France
Treasurer: Jean-Paul PERRAIS, former Director of

regional aircraft programmes, Aerospatiale

NEW BOARD

NEW MEMBERS
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